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GENERIC REPLACEMENT CELL WARRANTY 
GRC/EM, GRC16EM, GRC/ESR240/300, 

GRC/ESR160/200, GRC/ESR150, GRC/ESR70/110, 
GRC/ZC/LM2-24, GRC/ZC/LM2-40, 

GRC/ZC/LM3-15, GRC/ZC/LM3-24, GRC/ZC/LM3-40 

GRC/ZC/B/C 270, GRC/ZC/B/C 330 
GRC/AP/CC-15, GRC/AP/SC60 
GRC/AP/SC48, GRC/AP/SC36 

GRC/R/AE7, GRC/R/AE5, GRC/R/AE3 
 

 
Compu Pool Products warrants the generic replacement cell for a 
period of two (2) years (commercial installations for a period of 12 
months).  Due to  Compu Pool Products’ long life, high performance 

electrodes the warranty is in effect from the date of manufacturing for 
a period of two (2) years (commercial installations for a period of 12 
months).  
 
 

 

It is important to highlight that all of Compu Pool’s ‘generic’ replacement cells never place 
users at any additional safety risk.  At no time when installing a Compu Pool ‘generic’ cell will 
the user come in contact with the AC voltage.  All of Compu Pool’s replacement cells run off DC 

power, which can not electrocute the installer.  This is known as the secondary side or the low 

voltage side.  Compu Pool has also embarked on an independent laboratory testing for safety 
and quality of manufacture on our range of ‘generic’ replacement cells, emphasizing our pledge 
to the highest safety and quality standards. 

 

To highlight our commitment to the aftermarket salt chlorination business we will be providing 
the following warranties for all replacement cells supplied by Compu Pool: 
 

 Compu Pool will warranty any genuine warranty claim that the original manufacturer 
voids due to a direct problem arising from the use of a Compu Pool ‘generic’ 

replacement cell.   
 

 All Compu Pool ‘generic’ replacement cells will provide a minimum 2 year warranty, 
in most cases exceeding the original manufacturer’s original unit and replacement 

parts warranties. 
 
 

  

 

 

MANUFACTURER & SUPPLIER OF POOL & SPA EQUIPMENT – SINCE 1979 

“Technology in Harmony with Nature” 
 

 

http://www.compupool.com/

